
Investigation Report 

Section 4: Summary of any third party interviews 

Refer to interview notes of: 
Nurse Jo Buss 
DCO Charlie Francis 

Section 5: Relevant evidence examined 

Panorama footage (48:30, 56:00) 
CC.JY._f<?.Q~age 25/4/17 BH/Disc 001 
MrLP.1.?_~_?._] Constant Observation Record 25/4/17 between 16:55 and 22:30 

Section 6: Findings 

Allegation 1 Substantiated 

DCO Fraser positioned outside Mr U?.I~~I.~.L~siom on constant observations was 
responsible for the ca~E?_.?_Cl.9-._~afety of MrL.Q.~.§.~X.J DCO Fraser made no reference to 
the use of force on MrL.Q.~_§f.L.!in his constant observation log. 

An entry was made in the constant observation log shortly after the incident by Nurse 
Jo Buss. This entry made no reference to the choking incident. 

DCO Fraser failed to carry out his duty correctly by ensuring the use of force incident 
on Mr f-o-1-sii.j was reported and recorded appropriately. The entries DCO Fraser did 
make prl"cfr-la-·and post incident were of a good standard. 

DCO Fraser stated he allowed DCO Tulley to take the lead when they both entered 
the room. DCO Fraser stated he assisted DCO Tulley in pulling Mr ["[)1-527.] out of the 
toilet area and to the central part of the room and assisted in re-sfralnl"ng him by 
holding his legs. DCO Fraser did not complete a 'Use of Force' report for this action 
and he should have done so. 

DCO Fraser claims not to have seen the "choking incident" when "Yan" was over the 
head of Mr L~~j~?tJ and other staff were crowded around or to have heard what was 
said, he states he just heard "shouting". The Panorama footage shows DCO Fraser 
stood behind Yan near the door and taking a keen interest in what was going on. It is 
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